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This presentation and the Child Safety Guide are both a collaboration 
between the National Resource Centers on Child Protective Services and 
the National Resource Center for Legal and Judicial Issues.

The expertise of both these RC’s combines to give the social work and legal 
communities in the states the benefit of one another’s perspectives on the 
shared responsibility to make safety decisions about children in care. 
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This short presentation is intended to be anThis short presentation is intended to be an 
introduction to safety decision making  and 
to start the process of considering whether 
and how the approach the Guide takes to 

f t d i i ki i ht b d i thsafety decision making might be used in the 
states.
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The purpose of this Guide, like the purpose of safety decision making, is to 
ensure that out of home safety plans—placement in substitute care—be 
used only in cases where removal of the child from the home is essential for 
safety reasons and that those children who are placed out of their own home 
can be returned there as soon as it is safe for them to be there.
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This is not a new practice model of some kind.

The principles presented in the Guide are those that underlie almost all child 
welfare practice models in the country.   The Guide extracts these from the 
context of whatever model is in use in a state highlights them so as to focus 
on these elementary principles.   

This is especially helpful for members of the legal community who are not 
trained in social work or safety decision making and are often not clear on 
what the child welfare agency is trying to accomplish.  Unclear in this way 
the legal community cannot serve the function of oversight it has been 
assigned by federal legislation and policy.
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With this focus on what is important, and how it should work, better 
decisions can be made, based on better information.
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This Guide provides a common ground from which all can participate in 
safety decision making.  All can work with

1. The same definition of “child safety”

2.  The same words with the same meaning to talk about safety

3.  A common expectation as to what information will be used—and not 
used—to make decisions.
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Think about these questions for a moment.

You want to give the judge what he or see wants and yet most of us are 
unclear as to what that is.

80%, more or less, of what a judge hears in court and reads in reports is 
argument based on insufficient evidence and on thinking errors that cannot 
help but creep in when people are unclear about what they should be looking 
at.

This Guide will help you do that.
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But the consensus that is necessary for a community to make decisions is 
not something that can be imposed on it.   The Guide contains resources 
that you can use to inform the way you work, but it’s no meant to be 
“adopted.”   

Everyone involved needs to be involved in the conversation about the Guide 
and how it might be used in their community.   Procedures and protocols, 
informal or formal, need to be developed by everyone involved so that they 
take everyone’s needs into consideration.

Sleeping Bea tSleeping Beauty
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This is the “formula” for determining child safety.  You will likely be tired of 
seeing it before we are finished, today, but keep your eye on the ball.   The 
slide will take different forms throughout and will mostly help us understand 
where we are as we go forward.

These are the three concepts we look at to determine whether a child is 
safe.

This presentation will define these concept, elaborate on  and then work with 
them today.
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This is how the pieces of safety planning fit together through the life of the 
case.  The information gathering, evaluation and decision making is on-
going.

Safety assessment and planning also goes on through the life of the case.   
We gather and use information continuously determine whether children are 
safe where they are and, if they are not at home, whether there are things 
we could do to make them safe there.   This is the rubric under which we 
both determine whether to remove a child from home and whether to return 
a child home, once removed.

We will see that the decision to return a child home does not turn on whether 
the parents, alone, can protect the child.   It looks, rather, to whether p p
supervision and/or services can be be put in place to ensure the child is safe 
there.

The treatment plan, on the other hand, is implemented at disposition.   This 
planning is aimed at supporting the development of the parents’ protective 
capacities identified as compromised and at removing identified threats.  The p p g
“Treatment” or “Return” or “Case” plan is not about keeping the child safe 
now, at the present time.   It is about developing the ability of the parent to 
keep the child safe in the future.  
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The ASFA provides that each case shall have a case plan and that it contain 
elements that will ensure that the child is safe during the case and that the 
agency will help the parents develop improved capacity to protect them.

Because there are two separate goals—the keep the child safe right now 
and to develop parental capacity to keep the child safe in the future—it is 
best practice to have two separate plans to do that.   

It is easy enough to become confused, here, and separate plans help 
dissipate it.   

When we are doing things they should contribute to one or the other of these 
goalsgoals.  

They will complement one another and how one goes will influence and 
shape the other.   But they have two separate goals, however, and doing 
most of what is in the one will not contribute to reaching the goal of the other.   
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Rational decision making is only as good as 

1. The frame of analysis that is used

2. The reasoning ability of the people doing the deciding

3. The completeness and validity of the Information these people use within 
that frame work

Too often we make safety decisions on incomplete, inadequate and 
otherwise flawed information that compromises the quality of those 
decisionsdecisions
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When I sat on the bench it was common that 80% of what I heard was 
argument and only 20% was actually evidence that tended to prove anything 
being argued.

The purpose of this section to help us understand what comprises adequate
information.   The agency is presenting recommendations and those of us 
who review those recommendations as well as the advocates for the various 
parties in the case need know and recognize what kinds of information the 
agency should be gathering and the specific facts that should be included in 
the court reports and case plans.  

Too often we are brought information about specific maltreatment of the child 
and too often even that is conclusory or invites us to use our own standards y
to determine what that information means.

The Guide uses six questions to elicit this information but it is not necessary 
for it to be presented that way.  But the questions can be used to assess the 
completeness of the information.
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Most of the time we get information about #1 and #2 but very frequently we 
learn little about the other four types of information.   While the first two may 
tell us what has happened to the child, understanding why it did can only 
come from #3-#6.   It is why the incident occurred that will tell us what it 
means and how we should be planning for the case.
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At first #1 and #2 may be all that we have to go on and go on it we should.   

Initially a “contrary to the welfare” determination must be made if a child is to 
be placed and we may need to make that initial placement on the barest of 
facts about the injury and the circumstances as we understand them.

But within 60 days of the placement the agency is required to develop a caseBut within 60 days of the placement the agency is required to develop a case 
plan that accounts for both the safety of the child and development of the 
parents’ capacity.  At that point a complete and adequate investigation 
should have been conducted that tells us the pertinent information for all six 
categories of information. 

Let’s take a q ick look at hat this completed in estigation o ld look like inLet’s take a quick look at what this completed investigation would look like in 
a hypothetical case.  
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To discuss this information rationally we have to use it to assess the family 
situation in terms of these three concepts—which we are going to define and 
discuss in detail, soon.

For now we will discuss how the three concepts interact to determine 
whether the child is safe in the homewhether the child is safe in the home.
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The initial assessment of safety, as well as the assessments we make 
through out the life of the case, will end with a conclusion as to whether or 
not the child is safe.   

You will recognize this paragraph as being a restatement of our safety 
decision making formula.
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Here is our formula, again.

This particular constellation of the key concepts ends up with the conclusion 
that the child is “unsafe” in the home.   Without, however, one of these 
factors being present (or absent) the opposite conclusion is reached—that 
the child is “safe.”  

This is crucial because “safe” children do not go into substitute care, nor do 
children for whom we can construct an in-home safety plan that will 
substitute for one of the factors leading to the conclusion the child is 
“unsafe.”
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Safe children are not placed in substitute care.   

As this presentation progresses you will see that both removal and return are 
assessed in these same terms, using this same formula that gives us a 
standardized process that everyone understands and everyone uses..
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The threat of danger, then is the concept with which we will start.

Page 10 is where the concept is laid out, but in Appendix A the dangers are 
elaborated upon.
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And just to let you know where we are in the formula…
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The first factor we consider is whether there is a danger to the child that 
rises to the level that the child might be unsafe.

The language of the various state statutes fall into one of 6 to 8 patterns 

But they are all saying the same thing about the danger necessary to justify 
the consideration of removalthe consideration of removal.
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Sometimes we get confused about the use of the words.

The Guide attempts to clearly demark the difference between circumstances 
that call for drastic intervention of removal.   

A danger is something happening or on the verge of happening that 
threatens severe consequences for the child in an out of control situationthreatens severe consequences for the child in an out of control situation.

Risk, meanwhile, may be something about which we should be concerned, 
and it may justify an intervention, but it is either not imminent, or the 
consequences might not be so severe.

The distinction is the difference between a mad dog down the block and a 
mad dog under the bed.

Down the block Fido is a risk—a long way away, with a fence, a locked front 
door, parents and the closed bedroom door between him and the baby.  The 
baby may be said to be at some degree of risk.baby may be said to be at some degree of risk.

Under the bed Fido is a danger.  Under the bed the mad dog is about to 
happen to the child, the consequences will be severe and there is nothing to 
stop the threat.
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The agency must be able to articulate what the threat of danger is, how it 
rises to the level of sever consequences and show how it is imminent.   

Ask the agency, for example, which of the threats of danger in the Guide (or 
in your state’s practice model) they are talking about and what the 
information is that justifies them coming to the conclusion that it exists.   
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If the agency is claiming that (say) one or both of the caregivers are 
impulsive or that they cannot or will not control their behavior we should be 
asking for specifics about incidents of impulsiveness and what leads to the 
conclusion they cannot or will not control themselves.   

Is it enough to say that the parent is “using drugs?”   

Do we keep in mind the number of functional alcoholics or 
functional people who abuse drugs, from 

time to time who are able to keep their children safe as they 
do?

Or do we substitute inferences based on that fact and what it 
that fact says to us, personally, to determine whether to conclude that 
there is an imminent threat of serious consequences in an out of control 
circumstance?

Instead, we need to know the specifics of the drug use to know whether it is 
a danger to the child, rather than a risk.  There may well be the need to 
intervene in the family but that is not the question we are asking in safety 
decision making.   The question we are asking is whether, during any 
intervention, it will be necessary to remove the child or the child is or can be 
made safe in the home.
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We are going to move on, now, to the second concept in the formula.   
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And this is where we are in our process of analysis

If we have a found a threat of danger, an imminent threat that threatens 
serious consequences in an out of control situation, we move on to this 
second concept.
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A complicated combination of factors requires comprehensive information 
about family dynamic in order to determine whether a child is vulnerable to 
the threats that we identified.   

The child’s day-to-day functioning is basic, in this part of the analysis, as is 
information about the ability of the parents to manage their own lives.  
Evidence about the other categories of information also inform our judgment 
about the child’s degree of dependence on others for protection from this 
identified threat.

Remember, we are not thinking about an abstract “child” or an abstract 
“threat” in this analysis.   We are thinking about this particular child and the 
conditions that exist in this child’s family.y

It’s not enough, for example, to know the child is nine years old—we have to 
know the level of development and functioning.
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Most often we consider the age of the child, or the size, but as important as 
th t i d t ti ll l i it it i ht b i th f ithat is and as potentially conclusive it as it might be—in the case of a six 
month old baby, for example—there are subtle issues that may be 
completely masked by a child’s age, physical development or even the 
apparent sophistication of the child.

Don’t forget how skilled children—even young children—can be at emulating 
the maturity they observe in adult behavior.   They can often persuade us the maturity they observe in adult behavior.   They can often persuade us 
that they are more sophisticated than they are if we do not carefully 
investigate their condition 
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We can see these things fairly easily but, again, we cannot stay on the 
surface.   If someone says that the child is vulnerable because of poor health 
and physical capacity, for example, we need to ask what the illness is and 
how it limits the child, what the capacity is and how it enhances or lessens 
the degree of dependence.
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This is more subtle but as important, if not more important.

A thirteen year who is socially isolated, for example, is vulnerable in a way 
that a six year old who goes to school each day is not.   The public 
“invisibility” of the older child makes him more vulnerable because 
maltreatment is less likely to be detected.

A  teen age child may well be emotionally vulnerable in ways that we may 
not detect unless we talk to people in her life and inform ourselves about 
parental discipline  and parenting practices.

There is a good example of how children who present as not be vulnerable, 
or ho are not lnerable in some ob io s a s ma ell be lnerable inor who are not vulnerable in some obvious ways, may well be vulnerable in 
other, not so apparent, ways.
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Our last factor is called “protective capacity” sometimes called “parental 
capacities.”
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Just a reminder of where we are in the process of analysis.

If we assume that we have identified a threat of danger—an imminent threat 
of serious consequences in an out of control situation—and we assume that 
we have vulnerable child—one who is dependent on adults to keep her safe 
from this threat—then we move on to assess the ability of the parents to 
protect the children who have these particular vulnerabilities to these 
particular threats.
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Much of what we need to know about the protective capacities within a 
family will come from information in categories #4 parental discipline, #5 
overall parenting practices, and #6 parents’ ability to manage their own lives.
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These are the three categories of protective capacities.  

In the cognitive domain, we are able to protect our children because we 
know things, we can realistically assess our circumstances and understand 
we are responsible for our children.   We can figure things out from looking 
around, observing.

a low functioning parent may or may not have sufficient 
capacity to protect a specific child from a specific threat but to 
know that we need to have information about the details of their functionality

low intellectual achievement or ability does not necessarily 
indicate a deficit of protecti e capacitindicate a deficit of protective capacity.

in my part of the country one can learn this by coming between 
a mother bear and her cubs.   She

may not read a lot of Proust or do calculus but she can protect 
her young.

We can also behave in ways that protect our children.   We have abilities to 
act in protective ways, to act on our knowledge, for example, that we are 
supposed to put the child’s needs first.   In general, behavioral protective 
capacity means that we have energy and skills to get things done that we 
recognize need to be done.
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All three of these kinds of capacity are necessary.  One or more of these can 
be compromised while others are apparently present, although you can see 
from our discussion in the last slide that these capacities are inter-related 
and inter-dependent.   

Parents can be attached to children—or enmeshed with them—to the extent 
that they display joy in their presence and sadness in their absence.   

But we have all seen people who “love” their children but cannot protect or 
provide for them.   

Parents also sometimes perceive themselves as protective when they are 
not We ha e also seen this man times if e ha e been in ol ed for ernot.  We have also seen this many times if we have been involved for very 
long.   

Whether because of a lack of insight or some defense mechanism such as 
denial, we cannot look to parents as being any judge of their protective 
capacities.

We must have credible evidence—as well as sincere expressions from 
parents—to assess their ability to protect.   

Once again, this assessment is not a comparison of the parent to an 
abstract concept of a protective parent We need to be looking at this
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Just to orient ourselves to where we are in the case….

We have gathered sufficient information and we have analyzed that 
information.   We are ready to make the decision about whether the child is 
safe or not.
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This process combats the paralysis of uncertainty about removal and return 
that we can avoid by using it.   

The reason that we probably take too many children into care—and probably 
keep them there too long—is that we do not quite know how to tell which 
kids should go into care and which should not.   We are afraid of the dire 
consequences that can obtain if we make a mistake—either in an initial 
removal or in a reunification—so we become paralyzed in our confusion and 
we fall back on the misconception that the child will not be vulnerable to 
damage in foster care.  

But we know that substitute care can have some very serious negative 
outcomes for children.  The longer children are in care the more likely they g y y
will experience multiple placements, causing disruption and delay in their 
education and health care—not to mention the need to change 
arrangements for visitation and the need to adjust to a new home with new 
caretakers and new day to day regimens.

Keeping children in care because we lack confidence in how to make these p g
decisions does not turn out to be a case of “Better safe than sorry.”  It is 
more like those situations in which we neglect a matter because we don’t 
know how to handle it. 

Of course, none of us have ever done that…  
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Just a reminder of where we are in the process of analysis.

If we assume that we have identified a threat of danger—an imminent threat 
of serious consequences in an out of control situation—and we assume that 
we have vulnerable child—one who is dependent on adults to keep her safe 
from this threat—then we move on to assess the ability of the parents to 
protect the children who have these particular vulnerabilities to these 
particular threats.
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We are going to decide later in the program whether we have safe or unsafe 
children based on the work we have done so far.

But that’s going to be part of a large exercise later, so, let’s finish up the slide 
show on the assumption that we have an “unsafe child.”  

What do we do next?What do we do next?
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If we have an unsafe child at any point in the life of the case the ASFA 
requires that we have a safety plan.   We usually turn immediately to 
substitute care but sound safety decision making requires that we look, first, 
at whether or not there is some way we can keep the child safe in the home 
or we can craft a plan that involves the child being in the home some of the 
time and in some kind of care at other time.

Page 58 example of combination plan.  Let’s take a quick look at that plan
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Our safety plan for the child, in-home or in care, temporarily makes up for 
the lack of protective capacity we have defined in our analysis.

Looking at the in-home plan first (least restrictive placement), we need to 
think about what, if anything, we could do—without the parent changing one 
bit—that would put sufficient protective capacity in the home to make the 
child safe there.
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And remember that a safety plan, whether we are contemplating placing a 
child in care or we are contemplating returning the child home form care, 
does not require the parents to have changed at all—although such change 
can become relevant, in so far as it may be shown to have taken place later.  

The question for return is not “can the parent keep the child safe, now?”  The 
question for return is the same as it was for removal, “Are there supervision 
resources and/or other services that are available that, if put in place, would 
keep the child safe in the home?”
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The safety plan removes the threat of danger in the home or it substitutes for 
the parental capacity that is missing.

And does one or both of those things immediately.

It does not require the parent to have changed or even for the danger to be 
reduced if the plan will keep the child safereduced if the plan will keep the child safe.
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The ASFA provides that each case shall have a case plan and that it contain 
elements that will ensure that the child is safe during the case and that the 
agency will help the parents develop improved capacity to protect them.

Because there are two separate goals—the keep the child safe right now 
and to develop parental capacity to keep the child safe in the future—it is 
best practice to have two separate plans to do that.   

It is easy enough to become confused, here, and separate plans help 
dissipate it.   

When we are doing things they should contribute to one or the other of these 
goalsgoals.  

They will complement one another and how one goes will influence and 
shape the other.   But they have two separate goals, however, and doing 
most of what is in the one will not contribute to reaching the goal of the other.   
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Just to be clear, these are things that are not to be included in the safety 
plan.   These are elements of the treatment plan.
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Whether we are going to develop some supervision in the home, or put 
people into the home at times of high danger, or put services into place that 
will create this external infrastructure of safety, the plan must do these 
things.   

If one can develop a plan that does this—but the components are not yet 
lined up—then implementing the plan must wait until they are.

Again, to stress a major point, this plan does not rely on the parents to 
succeed and it is not necessary for the parent to have changed if the plan 
can keep the child safe.
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These are the three criterion by which we examine the in-home safety plan 
that is developed or whether not developing one is reasonable.  

Will it meet the needs we have identified?

Do we have the resources to allow this plan to keep the child 
safe?safe?

Can this plan be maintained in place long enough for the 
parents to develop the capacities to protect the child?
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Like assessing whether the child is safe or not, safety planning is always 
based on the information we have about this child, these parents capacities 
and the threats that exist in this particular home.

We do not plan for an abstract nine year old child—for example—leaving it 
up to each of us to imagine and act on the abilities of this hypothetical child, 
nor do we plan for a “substance abuser” and what each of us imagines to be 
the weaknesses of a “substance abuser” or the danger one of them might 
pose.   

We can plan for safety because we know the specific information about the 
vulnerabilities of this child, we know about the substance abuse issues of 
this particular parent.p p
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Although we very often immediately decide that substitute care is necessary 
to keep the child safe.  

However we get the conclusion that the child is not safe at home, we are 
required by the reasonable/active efforts standard to try to create an in home 
plan and determine whether it will suffice to keep the child safe.
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The finding is “reasonable efforts to prevent placement” or “reasonable 
efforts to return the child home.”  

If the agency is recommending substitute care the burden is on the agency 
to show that it has explored an in-home safety plan, identified its necessary 
components and—finding that such a plan is not sufficient, feasible and 
sustainable—is unable to implement such a plan at this time.

If they have not explored such a plan, if they have not identified its 
necessary components—in regard to this child and this family situation—and 
has not persuaded the court that such a plan is not sufficient, feasible and 
sustainable then reasonable or active efforts have not been made.
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It’s not enough to keep the child safe in an out-of-home placement and that 
should not be accepted as the plan unless there is a showing, first, that an 
in-home plan would not work.  

Again, the court and the advocates should be active in review of the 
agency’s efforts and the advocates, again consistent with their duty to make 
an independent investigation into the circumstances of the child and the 
family, should not limit its argument to facts brought into court by the agency.   

There is not prohibition on parties developing plans of their own when they 
believe that the agency’s plans are inadequate and placing those plans 
before the court to consider along side what the agency proposes. 
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The placement of a child in substitute care does not mean that safety 
planning is over. 

An out-of-home placement is a safety plan and must be analyzed by the 
same standards as an in-home plan—relative to this particular child and the 
specific threat of danger posed to the child in this case.

Foster care is the most extreme point on the continuum of safety 
planning—a point from which we should be constantly trying to work 
ourselves back to something less restrictive.   

Two parts of the safety planning for the child in care are visitation and 
conditions for ret rnconditions for return
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Visitation is crucial to our success in a case.

Data shows the correlation between frequency and quality of visitation and 
successful return of children to their families.

Visitation also offers opportunities for developing compromised parental 
capacities as well as maintaining the family’s connectionscapacities as well as maintaining the family s connections.
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In some places there is too much supervised visitation, which restricts the 
amount of visitation that is possible and therefore the benefits of visitation for 
the family.

This is a list you have probably seen before as a template for whether 
supervision is really required for visits and it also provides the framework for 
inquiry into the agency’s recommendation for supervised visits, in a specific 
case. 
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This is another list I am sure you have seen before.   It represents many of 
the “best practices” in regard to visitation.

One of the often neglected opportunities that visitation presents is for the 
parents to learn and practice skills that they need to develop.  We will talk 
about this at greater length in a few minutes.
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Clear conditions for return, made known to all parties in advance and 
consistently used as the basis for reasonable efforts findings are essential.   
Fortunately, it is no longer so difficult to lay out conditions for return because 
you have already used the analysis of the Guide to identify its elements.

Once more, often conditions for return are confused for parents completing 
services or making progress in services.   While this may play a part in 
meeting conditions for return it is not a necessary component if the child can 
be returned home safety without such progress.
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In short, the child should go home as soon as the conditions exist in the 
home that would have allowed an in-home safety plan to be sufficient, 
feasible and sustainable to protect the child prior to removal.   

The details, the components, of an in-home safety plan that forms the basis 
to return the child, may not be those envisioned during the initial analysis of 
the situation but the danger and the protective capacities it identified are 
what must be accounted for.  

A relative may come forward, for example, who can provide supervision.
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The conditions for return are easy to formulate at the time that an in-home 
safety plan is deemed not sufficient, feasible or sustainable because making 
that determination is based on a clear understanding of what would have to 
happen to keep the child safe in the the home.  

The idea is that once we know the dangers, and we know the protective 
capacities that are insufficient, we know what an in-home safety plan needs 
to account for.   

Those are the same dangers and capacities to which we should be looking 
when the question, later in the case, become return of the child home.
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And remember that a safety plan, whether we are contemplating placing a 
child in care or we are contemplating returning the child home form care, 
does not require the parents to have changed at all—although such change 
can become relevant, in so far as it may be shown to have taken place later.  

The question for return is not “can the parent keep the child safe, now?”  The 
question for return is the same as it was for removal, “Are there supervision 
resources and/or other services that are available that, if put in place, would 
keep the child safe in the home?”
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Again, whether we are thinking about whether to place a child out of the 
home in the first place or about returning the child home after such a 
removal, the formula remains the same.
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The simplest inquiry about reunification is this one.

If we have done our work up front in gathering the information and using it to 
analyze the situation we are not confused later because we know what we 
need to do.  

This up front work gives us goals toward which we should be workingThis up-front work gives us goals toward which we should be working.

Again, the safety decision is not about whether the parent can do it alone, at 
this point.
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So we have made the determination that the child cannot be kept safely in 
the home because we identified the threats and the compromised protective 
capacities.   We have created conditions for return that define when the 
reunification will occur.  

Or, we have made a determination that the child can be made safe in the 
home or the threats and lack of capacity do not rise to the thresh hold of 
imminent danger of serious consequences in an out of control situation.

Regardless of where the child is, we need to talk about the treatment 
plan…permanency plan…case plan…reunification plan…
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The ASFA provides that each case shall have a case plan and that it contain 
elements that will ensure that the child is safe during the case and that the 
agency will help the parents develop improved capacity to protect them.

Because there are two separate goals—the keep the child safe right now 
and to develop parental capacity to keep the child safe in the future—it is 
best practice to have two separate plans to do that.   

It is easy enough to become confused, here, and separate plans help 
dissipate it.   

When we are doing things they should contribute to one or the other of these 
goalsgoals.  

They will complement one another and how one goes will influence and 
shape the other.   But they have two separate goals, however, and doing 
most of what is in the one will not contribute to reaching the goal of the other.   
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The purpose of the safety plan is to keep the child safe—without considering 
the parents’ condition.

The treatment plan is not about creating safe conditions for the child.   It is 
about developing parental capacity and lowering the threat of danger.
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The treatment plan’s audience is broader than the agency people who use it 
to shape the treatment, to select the services and structure the experience of 
the parents so as to bring about change, that will develop protective 
capacities.

In addition the legal community and the parents are the audience of theIn addition, the legal community and the parents are the audience of the 
plan.   In order to review the efforts of the agency, and the progress of the 
parents, the legal community has to understand what change the agency is 
trying to bring about.

The legal community, in the end, will have to decide whether the change has 
taken place and the treatment plan can help them decided in advance knowtaken place and the treatment plan can help them decided, in advance, know 
how they are going to make that decision.   

Time taken at the disposition to  think about what kind of evidence will 
indicate change, or not, will avoid confusion and guesswork at future review 
hearings.   The advocates and the court should discuss this with the agency 
and the parents so that expectations will be clearand the parents, so that expectations will be clear.  

These expectations should be written into the treatment plan. 

A judge puts everyone in the court room ahead when he or she can say  to a 
parent, in effect, “This is what we expect to see to show that you have been 72



These are the things we should be looking for and inquiring about, as a 
reviewer or an advocate, in a treatment plan.

The connection between what the parent is expected to do and the 
threats/capacities must be established by questioning the agency carefully.  

“How do you expect this service to create this change for this parent?”How do you expect this service to create this change for this parent?

If the safety plan is the same as the treatment plan we know the agency 
needs to go back to the drawing board and draw the elements of the two 
apart and state them separately.   If we don’t do that we are going to end up 
considering return to parent based on their performance in services or get 
lost in nclear goalslost in unclear goals.

The bar for return home remains where it was at removal and return is not 
necessarily linked to treatment progress.

The parents’ attitude toward the plan can be very instructive. It may indicateThe parents  attitude toward the plan can be very instructive.   It may indicate 
a “bad attitude” but it also may be signal that some useful services may well 
have been over looked.   More on this point later  on.
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The review hearings take place over a period of time and these are two 
inquiries that should be made at each review.   

The answers to these two questions answer the third and ultimate question
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Using this method we are not concentrating on going through the motion, but 
on the central issue.  

One of the reasons that children might languish in care is that we are uneasy 
about returning them based on things like attendance at classes because we 
can see that the attitudes and understandings have not changed.

We need to focus on those attitudes and understandings as the thing people 
are evaluating.
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We too often think about the case being closed as an event following closely 
on the return of the child home.   

I hope we have successfully explained how a child can be returned home 
based on an in home safety plan—an external infrastructure of protection—
long before the parents have completed the treatment plan, before they have 
perfected their skills and are able to protect the child without the supportive 
supervision of the agency.   

These are some of the things that, over time, will accumulate in the family 
that will indicate that the parents are able to protect the children without 
official oversight.   
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This is what the formula will look like when the case is finally closed.   The 
parent has the ability to protect the child from any existing danger without 
the external support of an in home safety plan.    That condition will be finally 
realized, in most cases, some time after the child has been returned to the 
home under a safety plan.
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Our resource centers can provide technical support on Safety Decision 
Making in a variety of ways.   This is the most elaborate session we have 
held, to date, with a state and we are looking for opportunities to work with 
states in this and other ways.   We are particularly interested in opportunities 
to work with the agency and the legal community together, but that is 
obviously not the only way to approach this topic.   If you are interested in 
further work on the Child Safety Guide you can contact us to explore the 
possibilitiespossibilities.
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